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A few months into my stay in Dar es Salaam, I took my roommate, Maureen, and her two best friends out for a fancy 
birthday dinner at an Italian restaurant on the beach, a favorite hangout for wealthy expats and tourists.  We enjoyed 
our dinner as the self-nick-named “three musketeers” and playfully joked with the Tanzanian waiter in Swahili about 
the ridiculously high price of the water.  He chuckled but did not bring the price down for his Tanzanian sisters in 
spite of their playful haggling and generous use of the respectful familial form of address “uncle.”  After dinner our 
conversation, which for the past three months had revolved around American movies, music, television, and fashion, 
which they often knew more about than I did, took an unexpected turn.  Perhaps prompted by the spooky nighttime 
atmosphere, Maria, Rabia, and Maureen started talking about witches who are rumored to fly over the city by night 
on their broomsticks and whose existence, they claimed, was proven by the occasional naked “witches” found on the 
streets in the morning, casualties of a fall from the sky.  They also spoke of the powerful witchdoctors with occult 
powers warning, when I asked if I could go see one, that I would have to go to the rural areas because in the city 
they were dangerous and untrustworthy.  My favorite story was about a certain magic that people use to enchant 
money which then, when mixed with other money, can be used to spirit away all of the money with which it comes in 
contact.  Maureen told me matter of factly “That’s why I never mix the change I’m given in my purse, especially if I 


























































After a day navigating the city in overpacked overheated dalladallas (public mini-vans) I returned to my dorm room 
to a buzz of excitement.  The TV was already on and familiar commercials for Azam cola and Zantel cell phone 
banking greeted my entrance as Maureen said, “the finale is today!”  I immediately knew what she was talking about.  
For the past month or so, we had dedicated a couple of hours every week to watching the new segment of Bongo 
Star Search, which airs on EATV.  We watched Tanzanians in cities all over the country line up for miles to get their 
chance to compete for a cash prize and record deal given to the “best singer in Tanzania” as selected by popular 
SMS-text message.  While the on-screen judges, entertainment business entrepreneur Rita Paulsen, record producer 
Master J and TV/Radio Presenter, and talk show personality Salama Jabir tore apart the auditions, Maureen, her 
friends, and I created our own “panel of judges” on Maureen’s bed. 







The finale opened on the Hollywood-style red carpet where Caesar, the male host who speaks almost exclusively 
Swahili on the show, interviewed the finalists and famous artists who passed by on their way into the studio.  Almost 
all of the interviewees responded in Swahili following Caesar’s lead, but one radio presenter responded entirely in 
English to the Swahili questions asked of her in spite of the fact that many of the Tanzanians watching at bars and 
kinyozis (barber shops) don’t speak English.  Within a few minutes, the cultural “mission” of the show was spelled 
out for viewers.  The red carpet interviewees pointed to the amazing democratic opportunity the show was giving to 
Tanzanians “right off the street.”  Some even suggested, and the judges later echoed, that the Bongo Star would 
become an international superstar, an extraordinary claim when, to my knowledge, no Tanzanian has ever achieved 
international music fame.  Inside the studio a flashy stage complete with a live band, light show, and fog machine 
was positioned in front of the panel of judges, a camera crew, and tables full of well-dressed Tanzanians. 
 Caesar handed the mike over to his female co-host and the introductions continued, this time in English.  In 
her seamless American accent, Vee addressed her studio and TV audience: “Distinguished guests, Ladies and 
Gentlemen, boys and girls, and all you beautiful people, and you watching at home, welcome to the finale of Epiq 
Bongo Star Search.  This is the night we’ve been waiting for and…” she rapidly switched into Swahili perhaps 
because of the apparent non-responsiveness of the audience “…naomba wakaribishwe washiriki wetu jukwaani.  
Makofi kwa washiriki wetu (‘I ask that our contestants be welcomed to the stage.  Applause for our contestants’).”  
Confused by her American accent I blurted out, 
 
“She sounds so American!”   
Linda, my next-door neighbor, smiled at me proudly and responded to what she took as a compliment, 
“Thank you for noticing, she has really nice English!”  
Although I had not intended the compliment, I smiled back and said, 
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“Yeah, it’s impressive.”   
Maureen then chimed in with her seemingly boundless knowledge of celebrities’ personal lives, 
“She studied abroad in America.”   
I smiled again,  
“Cool.”   
 
As the show continued however, the potential contradictions of speaking English on a show where many of the 
contestants and viewers are not English proficient came into play.  When Vee, the American-English voice of Bongo 
Star Search addressed Judge Salama, who emulates the bad-cop persona of American Idol’s Simon Cowell, in English 
the judge immediately took the opportunity to comment on the linguistic “elephant in the room.”  Vee’s code 
switching gave way to straight English when she said,  
“How are you doin’ Salama?”   
Judge Salama responded,  
“Huh?”  
Vee repeated, further inflecting her English with American slang,  
“How’re you doin’ girl?”   
Judge Salama responded in Swahili,  
“Wewe unasema?  Sikuskii (‘What did you say?  I can’t hear you/I didn’t catch that.’)”   
 
The audience on TV and in our dorm room laughed as Vee switched into Swahili to save face, but Judge Salama 
made sure to have the last English word with her final response, “Good to see you Vee.”  Vee addressed the other 
two judges entirely in English without any further linguistic drama.  Then she went back to her choreographed blend 
of English and Swahili for the general audience. 
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For the opening performance of the night, all of the finalists sang a passionate but heavily accented version 
of the international hit song “Lean on me.”  The performance was met with mild applause and Vee commented: 
 
 “Hii ilikuwa version tofauti na the original…but nzuri kweli; hongera kwa top ten again you guys 
are great man haha” 
 
 Translation: “This was a different version from the original…but truly good; congratulations for 








The contestants performed their repertoire, which was primarily in Swahili but also included a few English-language 
selections, and Maureen and her friends chatted away in Swahili only, occasionally pausing to translate for me.  It 
was clear that this was their show, their comfort zone.  However, after the competition was over and the winner, 
Wababa, walked away with cash prize and a record deal, Maureen asked me what I thought about the show.  I said I 
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liked it.  She responded, like Linda had earlier, not to what I said, but to what she thought I was thinking, “I know, we 








I first met G-SOLO in person at the Daruso bar, a popular hangout for University of Dar es Salaam 
professors and students, in the late afternoon.  He was sitting in the corner of the bar, speakers in hand when I 
walked in.  He ordered water for me and soda for him and, as we began to talk, some of our preconceived ideas 
about each other gave way to reality; I was not, as G had inferred from my Swahili text messages, completely 
conversant in Swahili and he was not, as I had suspected, a 19-year-old aspiring Hip Hop artist.  G-SOLO was in his 
thirties and had been involved in the Bongo Fleva music business as a rapper and co-owner of music studio Kama 
Kawa Records since 2006.  He began our conversation with a canonical Bongo Fleva story of his musical 
beginnings—how his father left and he struggled to support himself and his mother doing carpentry work until he 
heard rap music for the first time and his destiny changed.  When I started asking questions he simply handed me 
his 148 page Swahili-language book “Harakati za Bongo Fleva na Mapinduzi (‘The Bongo Fleva Movement and 
Revolution’)” and smiling, told me to read it.  Then the topic of conversation shifted to me. 
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 When G-SOLO asked me about my musical experience I struggled for words.  My typical answer to this 
question, complete with genre labels like “Bluegrass,” “Americana,” or “Irish music” would likely not translate to his 
social world.  I started trying to describe my musical development but G quickly cut me off.  
 
“Kataruga says you have a beautiful voice, can you sing R&B?”   
I laughed seeing as I had never thought of considering myself an R&B singer before.  
“I guess, I sing jazz…”  
I stammered.  He further pursued the question.  
“So like Alicia Keys, can you sing one of her songs?”   
 
I laughed again at the obvious projection of my musical identity, but sang a section of Alicia Keys’ “Falling.”  G-SOLO 
was convinced and excitedly began to tell me about the songs we would write together.  He pulled out a USB flash 
drive, plugged it into the speakers which he fondly referred to as his “ghetto blasters,” and played me the beat for 
the song “Fredi” (Track 3).  He rapped through the verses, narrating the tragic suicide of his friend from Dodoma.  I 
strained to catch all of the words but after he finished rapping he paraphrased for me in English.  Fredi, he told me, 
had killed himself after he found out that his wife Vicky was cheating on him.  He, in all seriousness, claimed that 
Vicky was a vampire, drawing a fascinating connection between the bloodsucking capitalists from mumaini stories 
(see page 31 of this thesis) and the modern vicheche (slang term for someone who cheats on their 
boyfriends/girlfriends).  For our second collaboration track G-SOLO suggested a less personal topic.  The song 
“msikate tamaa (‘don’t lose hope’)” would be dedicated to orphans and street children all over the world.  I 
transferred the pre-made beats to my computer and spent the next week listening and trying to write “hooks” for 
the refrain section of each song. 
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 A week later, I found myself in a “hole in the wall” music studio “Eke production” surrounded by curious 
Tanzanians.  I spent an hour sitting with a group of young men casually slipping a Swahili comment into their 
conversation whenever possible in a relatively successful attempt to get “street cred.”  When the gospel singer who 
was using the studio finally finished doubling his harmony vocals G-SOLO and I went in to record our track.  I went 





My impulses as a folk singer-songwriter made me cringe at generic lyrics, but the response from the Tanzanian 
producers and artist on the other side of the booth was universal awe.  G-SOLO said “I think I love you” and the 
others repeatedly said “wewe ni noma!! (lit. ‘You are bad’ but meaning ‘you are spectacular).”  It was not my lyrical 
genius that excited them, but rather my voice.  Word travelled quickly around the studio that an American R&B 
singer was in the building and the studio become noticeably more crowded as I added the finishing touches.  Eke, 
the owner of Eke studios, and G-SOLO sent me back into the recording booth to add the musical touches that they 
clearly expected me, as an R&B singer, to be able to do.  Aided by years of experience singing in bluegrass bands 
and recording Irish music, I doubled my main track, added the harmony vocals, and then recorded improvised vocal 
lines that ironically reinforced my authenticity as a bearer of the R&B “tradition” in the ears of my Tanzanian 
listeners.  Not once was this authenticity questioned.  I never heard G-SOLO’s part to this song, so I’m not sure how 
the track became audibly Tanzanian, but in our next collaborative project, “Fredi,” my voice itself became a site for 
negotiating overlapping Tanzanian and international identities. 
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 I tried to write a chorus for “Fredi” but I found myself completely at a loss for words to describe the tragic 
story, so G-SOLO, his friend (I’ll call him “John”), and I met at the University to write together.  We sat down under a 
tree, blasted the beat from G-SOLO’s not-so-trusty “ghetto blaster” speakers, and started to play with musical 
phrases.  John, who had known Fredi personally, looked at me seriously and said, “You have to sing in Swahili.”   He 
looked at G-SOLO and reiterated “anahitaji kuimba kwa kiswahili (‘she has to sing in Swahili’).”  We all agreed and 











I wrote down the lyrics and tried my hardest to spit all the syllables in time but my non-native tongue stumbled over 
the words and I noticed a hint of anxiety in G and John’s faces.  I promised to practice it and they reluctantly gave 















(To listen, play track 4) 
We went back to Eke productions a couple of days later and I recorded the hook in the same R&B format; 
doubled base track, then doubled harmonies, then ad lib vocals.  With coaching from the other room, I mastered 
the Swahili tongue twister.  Then G-SOLO effortlessly spit his Swahili verses.  I thought we were all done when G 
casually asked me to “just go and record the intro.”  I didn’t understand what he meant.  He demonstrated, 
putting on a voice evocative of American Hip Hop, “This song is dedicated to Fredi. Fiona, G-SOLO, Eke 
productions, you know?”  I tried to get out of the task, explaining that I had no idea how to do a Hip Hop intro, 
that that particular American “voice” was not part of my repertoire, but G insisted, convinced that my American 
voice would naturally produce the Hip Hop intro sound.  So, with moral support from the control booth, I 
recorded the intro over and over again until I mastered the Hip Hop voice that was expected of me. 
 
Someone took this photo of the crew hard­at­work while filming the music video for 
“Fredi” on the University of Dar es Salaam campus.  Rapper G­SOLO is second from the 
Left.  
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It is remarkable how quickly I “became” a Bongo Fleva artist.  As any ethnomusicologist who has studied North Indian Classical music, North African Andalusi music, or Arabic music can tell you, full acceptance as an “authentic” performer of a musical traditions is often difficult to come by and may require the development of any number of new social and musical proficiencies.  In contrast, I was accepted almost immediately “as I am”—or perhaps as I was imagined—by G‐SOLO and most of my Bongo Fleva acquaintances.  My intermediate level Swahili certainly eased my way as I negotiated the social situations where my authenticity was questioned, usually by way of rapid‐fire Swahili greetings or questions.   I was often addressed in English, however, to ease my participation and allow my Tanzanian friends to exercise their English skills. Musically, I was bewildered by the amount of artistic freedom that was granted to me; I was completely entrusted to write English lyrics and constantly asked for my musical opinion.  G‐SOLO even repeatedly asked whether we could record one of my songs in the studio and then flavor it with some Swahili rap.  We might expect that the fully “localized” Bongo Fleva Alex Perullo argues for in his book would be resistant to so easily incorporating a foreigner’s musical input and artistic opinions.  As my collaborative songwriting with John and G reveals, however, my artistic freedom was not without borders.  In John’s opinion and, he conjectured, the opinion of the Tanzanian public, I would “have to sing in Swahili.”  While my R&B and Hip Hop voices sounded the global that I was automatically expected to authentically represent, my diligently rehearsed Swahili syllables sounded the Tanzanian flavor necessary to round out my Bongo Fleva authenticity. 
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Part IV: Conclusions 
 
“Capturing” the Voices of Others   In Tanzania, and indeed, in every social world that I’ve been a part of, mimicking the voices of others is an extremely popular activity.  Our essentialized notions of vocal authenticity linking certain voices to certain social groups or even particular people allow us to produce often hilarious ironies by assuming others’ voices.  Examples abound: at William and Mary we imitate President Taylor Reveley’s distinctive voice, in my hometown of Charlottesville, Virginia my friends and I shamelessly mimic the Southern accents that surround us, and countless comedians do “impressions” of the “accents” of the world to inspire applause and laughter.  In Tanzania, American accents copied from TV shows, movies and music are constantly mimicked in singing and speaking voices.  On any given night out clubbing in Dar es Salaam, you will find crowds of Tanzanians rapping and singing the latest American raps and R&B hooks word‐for‐word.  Maureen and her best friends Maria and Rabia even preemptively adopted Hip‐Hop‐inspired American accents and slang every time we fixed our hair, makeup, and outfits to go out to the clubs.   The imitative activities I have just described are undertaken in a playful spirit and often accompanied by drinking and “joking around,” but what happens, we must ask, when these voices are assumed without irony or comedy?  With this 
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idea we can return, yet again, to the graffiti artist who stated “BONG FLAVAR IS 
STTIL ALIVE, HIP HOP IS DEAD!!” or the daladala driver who wrote “Happy people” on his car and take them seriously.  The serious attempt to map “foreign” voices onto Tanzanian bodies is central to neoliberal popular culture in Dar es Salaam.  Indeed this creative transgression of ideas that link authentic voices to their “places of origin” is what has allowed rap to become Tanzanian.  This musical appropriation affectively reorganizes categorical understandings that link certain voices to certain cultural groups and instead asserts a type of inclusivity that Alastair Pennycook and Tony Mitchell call the “global locatedness of Hip Hop”:  The global locatedness of Hip Hop demands that we rethink time and space, and adopt what Mignolo (2000) refers to as a historiography that ‘spatializes time and avoids narratives of transition, progress, development, and point of arrivals’ (p. 205).  If we can allow for ‘multiple, heterogeneous, and uneven temporalities and histories that the dominant historical narrative, often presenting itself as singular and linear, suppresses’ (Inoue, 2004, p. 2), it becomes possible conceptually to question the linearity at the heart of modernist narratives about origins” (Pennycook 2009: 40).  It is this “global locatedness” of the imagined Hip Hop community that allows Palestinian rappers of DAM Palestine to make the statement “We are the black people of the middle East” or MBY, a Tanzanian rapper featured in the opening of Netherlandian Maikel Schnerr’s internet published documentary Real Hip Hop is 
from Afirca [Sic.], to declare without a hint of comedy “You know what?  I want to 
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tell the world that Hip Hop is really coming from Africa.  Africa’s the real Hip Hop land aight?  Americans sometimes are trying to copy our styles, trying to buy our music, cultural music, and right now, like me MBY I gonna do cultural Hip Hop 
music.  Yeah man.  Full.23” (http://vimeo.com/27236798).   This delicious paradox of a rapper using African‐American vernacular inflected English to speak the words “Americans sometimes are trying to copy our styles” goes to the heart of the questions of this paper.  How can music produce the voice?  How can imagined musical lineages mobilize new forms of speaking and singing and enable novel global subjectivities?  Yet even as Bongo Fleva produces “globally located” voices and subjectivities through these “captured voices,” we must be careful not to overstate the transformative power of these sonically reimagined worlds.  The “characteristic contradiction of the neoliberal moment” that Weiss identifies (Weiss 2009: 175) compels us to also consider the sense of exclusion or marginalization that goes hand in hand with global subjectivities in the poor nations of the world.  This contradiction surfaces when imaginative assertions of equality with global others are grounded in lived experiences of difference.  The worldwide “leakage” of musical sounds through new media and technology provides an unprecedented opportunity to assert inclusion in reverse, by assuming the “authentic” voice of a community from afar.  However, unequal access in the proficiencies required to craft voices that will be heard as globally authentic is problematic in this regard.  As we saw in the Bongo Star Search finalists’ performance of “Lean on Me,” for example, differences in English proficiency can                                                         23 Boldface for emphasis.  The word “full” is popularly used in Tanzanian street slang to mean something along the lines of “good.” 
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render Tanzanian impressions of international voices illustrative of the difference that they attempt to erase.  On the other hand, the ways that Tanzanians experience their difference from global others, for example by speaking Swahili and not English, are also essential to cultural productions of identity.  The incorporation of my “foreign” voice into the Bongo Fleva song “Fredi,” for example, necessitated a convincing vocal performance of Tanzanian‐ness located in the lugha ya taifa (‘national language’) Swahili.  The performative capture of the voices of others is a risky but powerful way to question difference simply because the linking of voice to authenticity is itself a powerful way that difference is constructed.  
We are the world?  Confronting Global Inequality Any analysis of the global imagination must take into account the material inequalities that structure relations between “global citizens.”  My thinking on this topic is heavily influenced by the work of James Ferguson, who problematizes the intensely localized anthropological study of Africa in his book Global Shadows.  He worries that by avoiding the admittedly arbitrary category of Africa and assuming all “modernities” are created equal, anthropologists may ignore the socioeconomic disparities that underlie African discourse on development and modernity.  As he eloquently explains it,   […] in Africa, modernity has always been a matter not simply of past and present, but also of up and down.  The aspiration to modernity has been an aspiration to rise in the world in economic and political terms; to improve one’s way of life, one’s standing, one’s place‐in‐the‐
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world.  Modernity has thus been a way of talking about global inequality and about material needs and how they might be met (Ferguson: 32) […] In their eagerness to treat African people as (cultural) equals, Western anthropologists have sometimes too easily sidestepped the harder discussion about the economic inequalities and disillusionments that threaten to make any such equality a merely ideal or sentimental one (Ferguson 2006: 34).  My ethnographic analysis attempts to foreground the dual understanding of the “modern” that, as Ferguson explains, characterizes contemporary African discourse and cultural practice.  Instead of explaining away Bongo Fleva’s entanglement with modern self‐fashioning by describing it as an entirely localized form of Hip Hop, my analysis foregrounds the modern aspirations that my informants often expressed.  As Ferguson suggests, discussions that negotiate the traditional‐ness or modern‐ness of cultural products may voice aspirations to “such primary ‘modern’ goods as improved housing, health care and education” (Ferguson 2006: 32).  The tendency to ignore the direct copying of cultural elements that are considered “modern”—the televisual medium, the rapping voice, or the English language, for example—in the search for a purely local meaning may obscure meaningful aspirations to global equality. It is a mistake, however, to assume that these “aspirations” insert themselves into the social world without confronting the ideological inheritance of the past.  In the talk about music and in the performance of music itself in neoliberal Tanzania, desires to “rise above” and improve place‐in‐the‐(conspicuously unequal) world meet deeply‐rooted moral critiques of inequality itself and the economic activities 
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that support it.  Although Nyerere’s Ujamaa policies ultimately failed to provide economically for the wananchi, its “modern revoicing” of moralizing discourse concerning the policing of exploitation is more relevant than ever in the neoliberal era as disparities of wealth grow between former members of the “Ujamaa” family.  The “inclusive exclusion” that characterizes many Tanzanians’ experience of neoliberal changes engenders a sense of nationwide “exploitation” that itself is a critical locus of authenticity in Bongo Fleva music as popular artists seek to represent Tanzania.  Thus as the shifting voices of Tanzanian popular music incorporate “global” or “modern” elements they also critically consider the stakes of fashioning themselves as citizens of the world.  Do these transnational aspirations distance Tanzanians from their local realities?  English, like other cultural elements associated with unequally distributed global power, lives a multivalent symbolic life in Bongo Fleva as both a means of collective Tanzanian aspiration and a dangerous means to exclude and exploit one’s fellow Tanzanians.  
Epilogue: Mselas Vs. Sharobaros 
So far we have seen the contradictions of neoliberal Tanzania as they are voiced in the language aesthetics of speaking, singing, and rapping Tanzanian voices.  For the last section of my paper, I would like to move away from language specifically to make a broader point about the politics of imitating global others in general.  The musical genre Bongo Fleva is tirelessly self‐referential and has even given birth to a host of terms that describe a holistic way of inhabiting a Bongo 
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Flavored world.  A person from from Bongo (Dar es Salaam) or Bongo­land (Tanzania as a whole) can describe themselves as an mbongo (person of Dar es Salaam/Tanzania), speak kibongo (Dar es Salaam slang, also called lugha ya mitaani ‘the language of the streets), and listen to Bongo Fleva music.  In addition to these terms for self‐fashioning, Bongo Fleva music has also generated the more specific characters of the msela and, more recently, the morally ambiguous sharobaro.  The public debate over the desirability and authenticity of these characters summarizes the endemic problem of participation embedded in the performance of the global. The term “Msela,” used to describe a morally respectable but poor youth, emerged with the Bongo Fleva genre itself.  The term was popularized in the early 90s in the first rap song ever recorded in Tanzania, Othman Njaidi’s “Msela” (Track 5).  Perullo explains the original meaning and continued relevance of the social referent in his article “Here’s a Little Something Local”:   Njaidi describes wasela as poor youth who rise above their problems without getting involved in drugs or crime.  This image of wasela as honorable youth who suffer due to the environment they live in, not their own ineptitude or waywardness, conveyed a powerful message in the early 1990s.  The chorus, sung by the female singer Pamela, added an allure to the status of msela.  She sings, ‘I love msela/Even if he has no money’  (Perullo 2007: 262).  Among my Tanzanian acquaintances, msela was often used as a familiar term of address for their peers and a slang term for “boyfriend.”  In a clear continuity from the popular Ujamaa logic of the past, being fashioned as the “exploited” in contrast 
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to the “exploiter” is a critical criterion for social belonging and respect.  The rapping voice of the musically‐Hip‐Hop‐fashioned msela is equally critical to his relevance as an active participant in neoliberal popular culture. 
 
Bongo Fleva singer Nuru is courted by her charming Msela in the music video for her 
2008 song “Msela” (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yS2NiLiDX4M)   The term Sharobaro, in contrast, originates from the comic persona of “Sharobaro Milionea.”  His ridiculous attempts to “act American” are encoded in his heavy sampling of Hip Hop slang terms, his carefully manicured hair, his nice clothing, his exaggerated “limping” walk reminiscent of American gangsta “swag,” and, last but not least, his Nelly‐inspired face tape.  Sharobaro Milionea’s songs such as “Najua Kuhesabu Namba (‘I know how to count numbers’)” (Track 6) are comically devoid of social significance. 
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Sharobaro Milionea and his comedy partner King Majuto in a commercial for Airtel 
Money (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LKb45yApMKU). 
 
American rapper Nelly in a “got milk?” commercial, do you see the resemblance?   In spite of his comic beginnings, however, the sharobaro character has become a serious object of desire for many Tanzanians.  In the wake of Sharobaro Milionea’s untimely death in December, 2012 a new “sharobaro” emerged as the leader of the “movement.”  Bob Junior a.k.a. Mr. Chocolate Flavor a.k.a. Rais wa 
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masharobaro (‘president of the Sharobaros’) a.k.a. Sharobaro President is a fully fledged Bongo Fleva icon whose impeccable clothing, hip dance moves, and luxurious lifestyle are showcased in music videos documenting his relationships with beautiful Tanzanian women (Track 7).  His imitative practices have been reframed as authentic and demand to be taken seriously.  
 
Bob Junior a.k.a. Mr. Chocolate Flavor a.k.a. Rais wa masharobaro (‘president of the 
Sharobaros’) a.k.a. Sharobaro President in an advertisement for a Bongo Fleva show in 
Dar es Salaam.  
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  In spite of Bob Junior’s popularity and obvious material success, the 
sharobaro, unlike the msela who is practically universally adored, remains a suspicious character.  I did not meet anyone in Dar es Salaam who described himself as a sharobaro.  Moreover my friend Labara and his little brother who migrated to Dar es Salaam from a small Maasai village in Manyara seemed to think of the term as an insult.  When I went to visit them for English lessons, we would pass around a pair of sunglasses and playfully tell the wearer “wewe ni sharobaro (‘you are a sharobaro’).”  Labara and his brother jokingly enacted their sharobaro personalities while wearing the sunglasses but invariably would take them off and say “Hapana, 
mimi ni msela (‘No, I’m an msela’).”  Labara’s 10‐year‐old brother would sometimes refuse to put on the sunglasses all together, defiantly denying to so much as pretend to be a sharobaro.  Labara and his brother’s rejection of the sharobaro label has been echoed in Bongo Fleva songs such as Momba’s “Mi Sio Sharobaro (I’m not a sharobaro’)” (Track 8) that mourn the singer’s inability to get the girl he wants because he doesn’t have can’t afford the appurtenances of a sharobaro.  The debated desirability of the sharobaro reveals the way that imaginative aspirations to global elites are continually grounded in the realities of global inequality and sometimes moralized accordingly.  Could it be that the sharobaro’s consumerist self‐fashioning is an attempt to gain the fruits of neoliberalism at the expense of the many Tanzanians who can’t afford nice clothes and expensive hairstyles? 
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Labara and me posing like “gangsters”   Within the past ten years, the genre of Bongo Fleva has itself come under attack for its commercialization.  The widespread perception that sharobaros have taken over the music industry has created a schism.  Just as many Tanzanians reject the label sharobaro, many Tanzanian rappers now reject the genre label Bongo Fleva and instead call their music Swahili or, if they are from the Maasai ethnic group, Maasai Hip Hop.  This schism in Tanzanian popular music powerfully demonstrates how increasing material inequalities between members of the former Ujamaa family create conflicting logics of authenticity in appropriation.  In contemporary Tanzanian, the sharobaros of Tanzania’s first all‐English‐language Bongo Fleva group Pah 1 rap,  
I wanna get paid, 
I wanna get paid, 
I wanna get paid and get myself a new whip. 
 
I wanna get paid, 
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I wanna get paid, 
I wanna get paid and get myself a new ride.   (Track 9)  From another corner of Dar es Salaam, the wasela on the Uwazi (‘clarity/transparency’) mixtape I downloaded from www.swahilioriginaltz.com rap in noticeably accented English,   
Fuck you Bongo Fleva go to hell, 
Go to jail and ring like a bell, 
Muthafucka you ain’t got nothing to tell…   (Track 10) On another track, “Mi sio superstar (‘I’m not a superstar’),” the Uwazi mixtape rappers clearly spell out the difference that the members of Pah 1 perhaps seek to erase with their aesthetic, linguistic, and lyrical imitation of an internationally popular rap:  
Mi sio supastar 
Kwani mi ni R. Kelly? 
Mi sio supastar 
Kwani mi ni Jim Carrey? 
Mi sio supastar 
Kwani mi ni R. Kelly? 
Mi sio supa supasupastar.  
I’m not a superstar Am I R. Kelly or something? I’m not a superstar Am I Jim Carrey or something? I’m not a superstar Am I R. Kelly or something? I’m not a super supersuperstar   (Track 11)  While the sharobaros performatively erase the material differences between Tanzanians and global elites, the mselas access the rapping voice and the English language to highlight their material difference from global elites.  The sharobaro’s transformation from a comic figure to an icon of popular culture reveals that his performance of material equality with 
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the worlds’ privileged is increasingly viewed as authentic.  Although this new way of being Tanzanian is still viewed as morally suspect by some, images of sharobaros have come to dominate popular music videos.  I wonder what would happen if Labara kept the sunglasses on and made the statement “Mimi ni sharobaro (‘I am a sharobaro’)” without a hint of irony. 
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